NCADV Announces New Partnership
with Fight Against Domestic Violence (FADV)
FADV was organized in conjunction with its corporate partner, Jamberry, to provide
education, awareness, outreach and fiscal resources to domestic violence victims and
their communities through the domestic violence program network and Jamberry sales
consultant networks.
FADV and NCADV understand that every program could use more resources and aims
to assist by bringing resources to participating programs. For the year 2017, FADV can
accommodate up to 300 shelters and/or programs to participate in receiving financial
grants, products, and volunteer resources – sign up now to secure your spot!
Interested in partnering with FADV?
We're Interested!

What kind of resources does FADV provide?
FADV focuses on providing three types of resources to program/shelters: financial
grants, product grants from its corporate partner (Jamberry), and local volunteer
resources.
Financial Grants: FADV's corporate partner, Jamberry, is a women's beauty company
that sells nail fashion and beauty products through its network of independent sales
representatives around the globe. FADV raises money for the program/shelter network
by giving Jamberry customers an option to "Round Up for Relief" at checkout -resulting in many small donations which add up over time.
Throughout the year FADV and Jamberry also run fundraising campaigns where a
portion of the proceeds from the sale of certain nail wrap products will be donated to
FADV to create grants for the domestic violence shelter and program network.
To keep the grants local, donations raised from sales within a state will be granted to
participating programs in that state.
FADV will be selecting up to 300 programs/shelters to participate in the
programs/shelters with the first grants made in April 2017.
Sign up now to be considered.
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We're Interested in Joining the FADV Grant Program!
Product Grants: Jamberry has an array of nail fashion and beauty products which
range from nail wraps, lacquer, and gel enamel to hand soaps, scrubs, and lotions -- all
of which are fun pampering products that allow transitioning survivors to take a
moment of self-care to rejuvenate. Participating programs/shelters can request to
receive products that will be shipped at no cost to the program/shelter for survivorresidents to use or to be used in a shelter store, if applicable.
The first round of product deliveries will be shipped to shelters by the end of
March. Sign up quickly – quantities are limited!
We're Interested in Receiving Product Donations!
Volunteer Resources: Jamberry's network of independent sales consultants spans
the globe, with a presence in the U.S., Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Mexico, and
the U.K. Jamberry Consultants are a generous and caring community of women who
stand behind Jamberry's vision to "Make Life Beautiful." In a coordinated effort
between FADV, the Jamberry Consultants' community and your program or shelter,
you can offer your residents a regular Beauty Night of manicures. They will be
coordinated and run by a group of volunteer Jamberry representatives who have
received Domestic Violence Bystander Training and Shelter Volunteer Training.
We know what you're thinking ... coordinating volunteers takes time and resources that
we don't have. Don't worry; the last thing FADV wants to be is a drain on your
resources. If you choose to participate, all you need to do is set a time for the 90minute event, reserve space for the event, and let your residents know about the
event. FADV and the volunteers will take care of the rest – from doing a pre-event
shelter training with the volunteers, to the setup and cleanup, to occupying resident
children with games and other activities during Beauty Night. This program is designed
to be low impact on your program/shelter resources but high impact on self-care for
your residents.
This program is currently being piloted with the YWCA of Salt Lake City, Utah to
make sure the program will run smoothly. It is anticipated to be available to the
full network of programs and shelters in the U.S. and Canada in July 2017.
We're Interested in Learning More About Beauty Night!
FACV exists to serve organizations like yours and the survivor's you serve; together,
we can do more. Please join with NCADV and FADV by completing this short form to
let us know how we can best assist you. Together we will work towards a future with
zero tolerance for domestic violence.
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